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We present anab initio description of charge-carrier mobilities in organic molecular crystals of high
purity. Our approach is based on Holstein’s original concept of small-polaron bands but generalized
with respect to the inclusion of nonlocal electron–phonon coupling. By means of an explicit
expression for the mobilities as a function of temperature in combination withab initio calculations
of the material parameters, we demonstrate the predictive power of our theory by applying it to
naphthalene. The results show a good qualitative agreement with experiment and provide insight
into the difference between electron and hole mobilities as well as their peculiar algebraic and
anisotropic temperature dependencies. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1776335]

Organic semiconductors are promising materials for
low-cost and easy-to-process(opto)electronic devices.1–4 Be-
sidesp-conjugated polymers, an important material class is
organic molecular crystals of high purity. Due to their high
degree of structural order, such crystals are ideal candidates
for the investigation of theintrinsic charge-carrier transport
phenomena in organic solids. Thus, many interesting funda-
mental studies have been performed in recent years and new
results emerge at a rapid pace.5–9 A particularly important
topic and “still a great challenge for theoreticians”10 is the
understanding of the charge-carrier mobilities in these crys-
tals.

In comparison to covalently bonded inorganic semicon-
ductors, organic molecular crystals exhibit weak intermo-
lecular bonds and, hence, narrower electron bands and stron-
ger electron–lattice interaction. As a result, the dressing of
the charge carriers by phonon clouds, i.e., polaron formation,
becomes quite important. Pioneering theoretical work in this
area was done by Holstein,11 who introduced the concept of
small-polaron bands for alocal (on-site) electron–phonon
coupling. The main prediction of his theory is that the mo-
bilities initially decrease with rising temperatureT due to
bandwidth narrowing but increase again for higherT due to
phonon-assisted hopping. Two decades later, the interplay
between metallic(bandlike) conduction and activated(hop-
ping) transport in organic crystals was seen for the electrons
in naphthalene but not for the holes.12–14Later, Kenkreet al.
were able to fit the measured electron mobilities reasonably
well to Holstein’s model, assuming directionally dependent
local-coupling constants.15 Despite the success of such afit-
ting procedure, the lack of a first-principles description of
charge-carrier mobilities in organic crystals has left several
fundamental questions unanswered. This concerns, in par-
ticular, the different behavior of electrons and holes, the mi-
croscopic origin of the crystallographic anisotropy in theT
dependence, and the influence ofnonlocal (Peierls-type)
couplings such as present in the Su–Schrieffer–Heeger
model.16–18

In this letter, we address the above-noted questions by
presenting a first-principles approach to charge-carrier mo-

bilities in organic crystals. We consider a mixed Holstein–
Peierls model for the interaction between electrons(holes)
and phonons. In a tight-binding description, this corresponds
to a Hamiltonian of the formH= o

mn
«mnam

† an+oQ"vQsbQ
† bQ

+ 1
2d+omnQ"vQgQmnam

† ansbQ
† +b−Qd. Here, the operatorsam

s†d

and bQ
s†d : =bql

s†d annihilate (create) an electron at equivalent
lattice sitesR with energy«mm and a phonon in the model
with wave vectorq and frequencyvlq= :vQ, respectively.
The strength of the electron–lattice interaction is determined
by the dimensionless quantitiesgQmn that describe both the
local coupling to the on-site energies«mm (Holstein model)
and thenonlocal coupling to the transfer integrals«mn (m
Þn, Peierls model).

In thermal equilibrium, the mobilityma in direction ea

can be calculated by means of the Kubo formula for electri-
cal conductivity. This basically amounts to evaluating a
current–current correlation function where, in general, the
currentj : = j sId+ j sII d is composed of a purely electronic term
j sId=se0/ i"domnsRm−Rnd«mnam

† an and a phonon-assisted cur-
rent j sII d=se0/ i"domnQsRm−Rnd"vQgQmnsbQ

† +b−Qdam
† an. We

stress that the currentj sII d originates solely from thenonlocal
electron–phonon coupling. In a recent article,19 we have per-
formed an analytical evaluation of the Kubo formula using
the method of canonical transformation which allowed us to
incorporate the electron–phonon interaction in a nonpertur-
bative manner, in accordance with the underlying physical
picture of small-polaron bands. Here, we give only the re-
sults for the mobilities in the case of dispersionless optical
phononssvQ→vld.

For the mobilityma
sId due to the currentj sId, we obtain

ma
sId =

e0

2kBT"2 o
nÞm

sRam − Rand2 E
−`

+`

dt

3f«mne
−olGlf1+2Nl−Flstdgg2e−G2t2, s1d

where Nl=se"vl/kBT−1d−1 denotes the phonon occupation
number andG is a phenomenological broadening parameter
that accounts for scattering processes beyond our model,
e.g., due to defects. Those terms in the exponent of Eq.(1)
that containFlstd=s1+Nlde−ivlt+Nleivlt describeincoher-
ent scattering events involving actual changes in phonona)Electronic mail: k.k.hannewald@tue.nl
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numbers(hopping) whereas the remaining terms account for
purely coherentscattering processes(bandwidth narrowing).
While Eq. (1) is qualitatively similar to the Holstein-model
mobilities obtained by Kenkreet al.,15 an important quanti-
tative difference is that the exponent in our formula(1) is not
only governed by the local coupling but by effective cou-
pling constantsGl=sglmmd2+ 1

2okÞmsglmkd2 that are com-
posed of both the local and nonlocal ones.

In order to obtain the total mobilitiesma within our
Holstein–Peierls model, we have to include also the contri-
butions from the phonon-assisted currentj sII d. This results in
an expression that is identical in form to Eq.(1) but with the
replacement

s«mnd2 → s«mn− Dmnd2 +
1

2o
l

s"vlglmnd2Flstd, s2d

where Dmn=
1
2ol"vlfglmnsglmm+glnnd+ 1

2okÞm,nglmkglkng.
An essential qualitatively new feature compared to Eq.(1) is
that the total mobilitiesma can account for an anisotropicT
dependence due to the extra term containingFlstd in Eq. (2),
which describes additional phonon-assisted hopping pro-
cesses that are absent in local-coupling theories and reflect
an inherently transport-promoting effect solely caused by the
nonlocal coupling.

We proceed by applying our mobility theory to naphtha-
lene, which crystallizes in a monoclinic structure and exhib-
its a herringbone stacking with two equivalent molecules per
unit cell. In order to obtain the material-specific parameters
Rm,«mn,glmn, andvl we use a three-step strategy described
in more detail in Ref. 20.

First, we determine the equilibrium structure of the crys-
tal by means of state-of-the-art DFT-LDA calculations using
the ab initio total-energy and molecular dynamics program
VASP.21 For the resulting geometrysa=7.68 Å,b=5.76 Å,c
=8.35 Å,b=125.7°d, the intermolecular optical-phonon en-
ergiess"vl=10.7,14.2,17.4 meVd and eigenvectors are ob-
tained within the rigid-molecule approximation.22 Second,
we obtain the values«mn from a fit of the ground-stateab

initio highest occupied molecular orbital(HOMO) and low-
est unoccupied molecular orbital(LUMO) energy bands to a
tight-binding model, including the six most important trans-
fer integrals. Third, the coupling constantsglmn are obtained
by rotating the molecules according to the phonon eigenvec-
tors and fitting the resultingab initio band structure to the
Holstein–Peierls Hamiltonian. A compilation of all calcu-
lated material parameters can be found in Ref. 20. Finally,
we have chosen a small line broadening of"G=0.1 meV,
corresponding to the case of ultrapure crystals.23

In Fig. 1, we present the calculated electron and hole
mobilities in naphthalene crystals as a function of tempera-
ture T for the a, b, andc8 directions, withc8 being perpen-
dicular to theab plane of the molecular layers. In Fig. 2, the
corresponding experimental mobility data are replotted from
the work of Karl.14

We make three important observations. First, the calcu-
lated hole mobilities are generally larger than the corre-
sponding electron mobilities. Only atT<300 K do we ob-
serve comparable in-plane mobilities for electrons and holes.
This general trend is in good agreement with the experimen-
tal data, apart from the overestimated theoretical spread be-
tween electrons and holes formc8, which might be related to
the difficulties of LDA in describing van der Waals bonds.
We stress that the lower electron mobilties cannot be simply
understood from the electronic transfer integrals but that they
are mainly due to their stronger coupling to the phonons
fLUMO: olGl=s1.52d2,HOMO:olGl=s0.92d2g. We note
also that ourcalculatedeffective coupling constant of 1.52
for the LUMO is comparable in value to the directionally
dependentfitted coupling values of 1.62, 1.83, and 1.88 ob-
tained by Kenkreet al.15

Second, while the hole mobilities in the different direc-
tions decrease very similarly withT, the electron mobilities
exhibit a pronounced anisotropicT dependence. In particular,
we find a metallic(bandlike) behavior within theab plane
and a slightly activated(hopping) transport in thec8 direc-
tion. Again, these findings from ourab initio calculations are
in good agreement with the experiment, which shows such
nearlyT-independent mobility aroundT<150 K exclusively

FIG. 1. Calculated charge-carrier mobilities(in arbitary units, see Refs. 22
and 23) vs temperatureT for naphthalene crystals, as obtained from Eqs.(1)
and(2). As a guide to the eye, several power lawsma~T−g are also depicted.

FIG. 2. Experimental charge-carrier mobilities vs temperatureT for naph-
thalene crystals, as extracted from Ref. 14.
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in the c8 direction. As discussed earlier this pronounced an-
isotropy is solely due to the phonon-assisted currentsj sII d

and, in fact, the peculiar flattering seen formc8 is not ob-
tained at all form

c8
sId alone. This clearly demonstrates that

anisotropy effects in theT dependence can be explained in a
natural way by the inclusion of nonlocal electron–phonon
coupling, and do not require the use of additional concepts
such as directionally dependent local couplings15 or corre-
lated successive hops of strongly localized charge carriers.24

Third, our calculated hole mobilities obey at elevatedT
the power lawma ~T−2.5. This agrees well with Karl’s ex-
periments wherema~T−2.9,T−2.5,T−2.8. This peculiar power-
law dependence, which has been poorly understood so far,
can be straightforwardly understood from our theory. In the
limit of small broadening"G and forma<ma

sId (here fulfilled
for the holes), a spectral analysis of Eq.(1) shows that the
dominant electron–phonon scattering processes are those that
allow only energy exchange within each phonon mode but
not between different modes, and the mobility can be ex-
pressed in terms of modified Bessel functions,

ma
sId ~

1

G

1

kBT
sPle−2Gls1+2NldI0szldd,

wherezl=4GlÎNls1+Nld. The limit of high T is obtained
using I0szl→`d<ezl /Î2pzl and we find ma

sId

~T−1 sPl=1
3 T−0.5d=T−2.5, which indicates that the exponent

is actually a measure for the number of relevant phonon
modes per molecule. For the electrons, the situation is more
complicated due to a subtle interplay between the(here sig-
nificant) contributions ofj sII d and the larger coupling values.
This prohibits an easy analytical evaluation but, by looking
at our calculated in-plane electron mobilities in Fig. 1, we
find at high T an approximateT−1.5 dependence, again in
close agreement with the experiment. The disagreement at
low T between theorysma ~ T−1d and experimentsma

~ T−1.4,T−1.5,T−1.6d might be due to the neglect of acoustic
phonons. Following our above discussion, they may be con-
sidered as effectively one dispersive phonon branch that
could give rise to the missing factorT−0.5.

In summary, we have presented a theoretical description
of charge-carrier mobilities in ultrapure organic crystals
based on a mixed Holstein–Peierls model. The predictive
power of our theory has been demonstrated byab initio stud-
ies for naphthalene crystals where our results show good
qualitative agreement with experiment and provide micro-
scopic insight into several hitherto poorly understood phe-
nomena. Since our theory may also be applied to other

weakly bonded materials with strong electron–phonon cou-
pling, it may become an important contribution to the under-
standing of the charge-carrier transport in these materials,
too.
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